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MULTISYMPLECTIC STRUCTURES OF DEGREE THREE 
OF PRODUCT TYPE ON 6-DIMENSIONAL MANIFOLDS 
JAROLfM BURES 
ABSTRACT. Let u be a multisymplectic 3-form on 6-dimensional manifold of con­
stant type at each point, which induces product structure on manifold. There are 
geometric structures related with the form u. Properties of the structures as in-
tegrability conditions, related metrics, connections etc. are studied. Some natural 
examples are presented. 
1. ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF REAL 3-FORMS IN DIMENSION SIX 
Consider a 6-dimensional real vector space V. Multisymplectic 3-form on V is a 3-form 
UJ such that the associated homomorphism 
K '. V —r A 2V*, KV = LVU = Lj(v, •, •) 
is injective. 
Denote A^V* the subset of A3V* consisting of all multisymplectic forms. Aĵ V* is 
an open subset. The natural action of GL(V) on A3V* preserves A^V*. Under this 
action A^V* decomposes into three orbits (types). Two of them are open orbits, the 
third one is a submanifold of codimension 1. 
As representatives of these orbits we can take the following 3-forms. (We choose a 
basis e i , . . . , e6 of V, and we denote a i , . . . , a 6 the corresponding dual basis.) 
1. CJ+ = ai A a 2 A a 3 -I- a^ A a 5 A a6, 

















3. U)Q = ai A a4 A a$ -f a2 A a4 A a6 -f- a3 A as A a6. 
The open set containing the form u+ (<J_) we shall denote U+ (U_), and the codimen­
sion 1 submanifold containing UQ we shall denote UQ. There is also another character­
ization of these orbits. Namely, for any 3-form u we define 
A2(<j) = {v £ V; (tvu) A (ivu) = 0} . 
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In other words, the subset A2(a;) C V consists of all vectors v G V such that the 
2-form LVU is decomposable. 
A computation shows that for our representatives we get: 
A2((j+) = [ei, e2, e3] U [e4, e5, e6], 
A2(oL_) = {0}, 
A2(o;0) = [ei,e2,e3]. 
In general case for a form u G A^aV* we have 
1. u G U+ if and only if A2 (u) consists of the union of two transversal 3-dimensional 
subspaces. 
2. u G U- if and only if A2(o;) = {0}. 
3. u G U0 if an- only if A
2(a;) is a 3-dimensional subspace. 
Choose a nonzero 6-form i9 on V. There exists a unique endomorphism Q : V —• V 
such that 
(Lvu) AU — LQtyfi . 
We shall now study the properties of the endomorphism Q. 
Case(a;+). Let us assume that u G C/+. Then A2(u;) = V3 U V3", where V3 and V3" 
are transversal 3-dimensional subspaces and we have 
The linear map Q preserves the subspaces V£ and VJ' and satisfies 
Q2 = A2-Id, A 7-0 
and defines a product structure Pw = A
_1Q on V. 
Case (u-). Let us assume that u E E/_. Then A2(a;) = {0}, and the linear map Q 
satisfies 
Q2 = - A M d , A 7-0 
and defines a complex structure Jw = A
-1Q on V. 
Case (ato). Let us assume that u G Uo- For simplicity we denote Vo = A2(a;3). The 
linear map Q satisfies 
Q2 = 0,Q(V)=V0,Q(V
ro) = 0 
and defines a tangent structure TU = Q on V. (T
2 = 0, KerT^ = ImT^) 
The structures F^, Jw are unique up to sign, the structure Tu up to a nonzero 
multiple. 
We shall introduce the group Q(ui) consisting of all automorphisms (p G Gl (V) 
preserving the form Ui, i.e. such that for every vectors v,v\v" G V there is 
Ui((fV, <Di/, ipv") = Ui(v, i / , v"). 
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It is clear that G(ui) is a closed subgroup of Gl (V) ~ Gl (6,R). Consequently, G(u{) 





Remark 1.1. There is possible comparison with HitchhVs results ([5]). 
2. MULTlSYMPLECTIC 3-FORMS ON MANIFOLDS. 
Definition 2.1. A multisymplectic 3-form Q, on a six-dimensional manifold M is a sec-
tion of A3T*M such that its restriction to the tangent space TXM is multisymplectic 
for any x E M, and is of type u€ at x G M, e = ±, 0, if the restriction to TXM is of 
type u€. 
The couple (M,f2), M a six-dimensional manifold and f2 a multisymplectic 3-form 
of type e, is called almost multisymplectic structure of type e on M. Almost multi-
symplectic structure of type e is called integrable (or multisymplectic structure )on 
M if at any point x G M it is possible to choose a cordinate neigborhood W with 
coordinates (xi,...,x6) such that 
1. For e = + 
Q = dxi A dx2 A dx3 + dx4 A dx5 A dx6 
2. For e = -
Q, = dxi A dx2 A dx3 + dxi A dx4 A dx5 + dx2 A dx4 A dx6 — dx3 A dx5 A dx6 
3. For e = 0 
ft = dxi A dx4 A dx5 + dx2 A dx4 A dx6 + dx3 A dx5 A dx6 
on IV. 
There are examples that a multisymplectic form on M can change its type, as 
follows: 
Example ([7]). Consider on R6 the form 
a = dxi A dx2 A dx3 + dxi A dx4 A dx5 + dx2 A dx4 A dx6 
+ sin(x3 + x4)dx3 A dx5 A dx6 + sin(x3 + x4)dx4 A dx5 A dx6, 
a 3-form on R6. a is of type 3 on the submanifold given by the equation x3 + x4 = k7T, 
k G N. If x3 + x4 G (kit, (k + l)7r), fe even, then a is of type 1 and if x3 + x4 G 
(k7T, (k + l)7r), fc odd, then a is of type 2. a is closed and invariant under the action of 
the group (27rZ)6 and we can factor a to get a form changing the type on R6/(27rZ)6, 
which is the 6-dimensionaJ torus, that is a is closed on a compact manifold. 
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2.L 3-forms of type CJ+.(Product type). Let us restrict ourselves to the product 
type only, other types were studied by N. Hitchin [5], M. Pan&k and J. Vanzura [7], and 
J. Vanzura [8]. 
Let us recall first basic facts from the theory of almost paracomplex structures on 
a manifold M. An almost paracomplex structure is a special case of almost prod-
uct structure (there are only two distributions in the decomposition, but of the same 
dimension), the theory of almost product structures with with the corresponding re-
striction condition from [9] will be used in the following text. 
Definition 2.2. Almost paracomplex structure on a manifold M of dimension 2n is 
a smooth tensor field P of the type (1,1) on M such that P2 = Id and there are two 
distributions (_}+,FL) on M of dimension n such that 
D±{x) = {X€ TXM \P{x){X) = ±X} . 
Thus the tangent bundle is a direct sum 
TM = D+@ F>_ 
and we have projectors 
n±=
1-(Id±P) 
on D± with TT± =TT±. 
Almost paracomplex structure is called integrable if both distributions are inte-
grable, it means that for any two vector fields 
X,Y G X{M), X,Ye F{D±) =» [X,Y] G F{D±) 
or at any point of M there are local coordinates (xi , . . . ,x2 n) on M such that 
{^T>..., §f-} is basis of sections of D± and {gjf-7- • • • > &f~} bas-15 0I" sections of IJ_. 
Let A, B are tensor fields of type (1,1) on a manifold M. The Nijenhuis bracket of 
the fields A, B is a tensor field [A, B] of type (1,2) on M 
[A, B]{X, Y) = [AX, BY] + [BX, AY] + AB[X, Y] + BA[X, Y] 
- A[BX, Y] - B[AX, Y] - A[X, BY] - B[X, AY]. 
It is antisymmetric, namely we have [A,B]{Y,X) = -[A,B]{X, Y) and [A,I] = 0 for 
I = Id. 
Theorem 2.3 ([9]). Almost paracomplex structure P on M is integrable if and only 
if the Nijenhuis bracket [P, P] = 0. 
For our multisymplectic structures of product type on six-dimensional manifolds we 
have the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.4. Let fi G Q3{M) be an almost multisymplectic 3-structure on six-
dimensional orientable manifold M of type CJ+. Thus M has an almost paracomplex 
structure P with distributions {D±,DJ) and there are fixed volume forms /3± on D± 
determined by Q and vice versa. 
Moreover the structure Q. is integrable iff the almost paracomplex structure is inte-
grable {the Nijenhuis bracket [P, P] = 0) and the form fi is closed {d$l = 0). 
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Proof. If the structure is integrable the implication is trivial. The second implication 
we get as follows: Prom the condition [P, P] = 0 it follows that Dj are integrable, 
namely there exist local coordinates (xi,x2 , . . . ,x6) such that {-̂ --, ^--, ^} is basis 
of sections of D+ and { -̂-, ^--, ^ - } is basis of sections of LL. In these coordinates 
we have 
ft = f(xi,...,x6)dxi A dx2 A dxs + g(x\,...,x6)dx4 A dx5 A dx6 
and the condition dft = 0 is equivalent to the conditions 
dj_ = <__ ____ = Q 
9X4 9Xs ^X6 
and 
9<? = fy == dfl ^ Q 
9xi 9x2 9x3 
and it is possible to change coordinates to new coordinates (2/1,..., j/6) in such a way 
that 
ft = dyi A eh/2 A c/2/3 + dy4 A rfj/5 A dye. ---
Remark 2.5. It is possible to generalize the notion of integrability in two directions: 
First supposing that P is integrable but Q, is not closed and second that P is not inte-
grable but ft is closed. The study of properties and examples of these semi-integrable 
structures will be postponed to some of the forthcoming papers 
Definition 2.6. Let (M, ft) be a multisymplectic 3-structure of product type and P 
the corresponding product structure. The Nijenhuis bracket tensor H = |[P,P] is 
called the torsion tensor of the structure. 
2.2. Examples. 
Example 1. Let M = M\ xM2 be the product of two oriented 3-dimensional manifolds 
(Mi,a{) endowed with volume forms a*. Denote 
7Tj : Mx x M2 -* Mi 
the projections. Thus 
Q = 7r*ai + n2a2 
and ft is an integrable multisymplectic 3-structure on M 
Example 2. Let M be an oriented 3-dimensional manifold endowed with volume 
form a, suppose 0 be a linear connection on M. On the tangent bundle TM we have 
two distributions, say H is the horizontal and V the vertical distribution. For any 
v G TXM we have 
TV(TXM) = HV + K, Vv = TX(M). 
The connection 9 defines a multisymplectic 3-structure of type u+ on M if we set 
u) = 7r*a + tvax 
with tvax being the canonical shift of ax in the fibre TX(M). 
Example 3. Let M be a Riemannian oriented 3-dimensional manifold. Suppose 9 be 
an invariant connection on M. On the special orthogonal frame bundle 
B = BSO(3) -> M 
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we have two distributions 
Tr(B) = Hr + VT,HT = Tx(M). 
The connection 6 defines the 3-structure of type CJ+ on M composed from the volume 
form on M lifted to TB and invariant volume form on the fibre. 
Example 4. Further examples we get as induced structures on special hypersurfaces 
of seven-dimensional manifolds endowed with multisymplectic 3-forms. Following the 
classification of types from [1] the structure ft = F* ft of product type we get on some 
hypersurfaces F : N6 C (M7, ft) in case that ft is of type 1,2, or 5. 
2.3. Existence problem. Let us restrict ourselves to the case of orientable mani-
folds. Let (M, ft) be the multisymplectic 3-structure and (D\ D") the corresponding 
distributions on M. 
The restrictions ft|D' and ft|D" are everywhere nonzero 3-forms on D' and D"y 
respectively. This means that both the distributions D' and D" are orientable. We 
get easily: 
Theorem 2.7. Let M be an orientable manifold. Then there exists on M a multi-
symplectic form ft of type OJ+ if and only ifTM = D+ © .D_; where D± and L)_ are 
orientable ^-dimensional distributions. 
Proof. If the multisymplectic form ft+ exists then we have the almost product structure 
P on M and two distributions ZP+ and LL such that restrictions of ft on D± are nonzero 
three forms giving the orientations of D±. On the contrary suppose that Z)+ and £L 
are orientable and 0 + , resp. 0_ the corresponding forms of orientation, defined on 
M. Thus ft = 0 + + 0_ is the desired form. • 
3. FURTHER PROPERTIES 
3.L Related metrics and connections. Let (M6,ft) be an oriented connected 
manifold endowed with a 3-form ft of the product type. Let one of the almost product 
structures P can be chosen. Then we have an ordered couple of distributions (Z?+, D_) 
and decomposition 
ft = e+ + e_ 
of ft. Moreover we can define conjugate form 
ft = e+ - e_ 
and the volume form 
E=1-(SIAQ). 
Definition 3.1. The riemannian metric g on (M,ft) is called adapted metric if the 
distributions Di and D2 are orthogonal with respect to g, the forms 0,- are volume 
forms on D{ with respect to g\D{. 
Theorem 3.2. On any multisymplectic 3-structure (M, ft) of the product type there 
exists an adapted riemannian metric. 
Definition 3.3. Afiine connection V on (M, ft) of product type is called adapted 
connection if Vft = 0. 
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Theorem 3.4. Let V be an adapted connection on (M, fi) of the product type. Then 
for the related almost product structure P with distributions (D+,_D_) we have: 
1. The distributions _9+, D_ are parallel with respect to V and VP = 0. 
2. There exists an adapted torsionless connection on (M, _7) if and only if the mul-
tisymplectic structure is integrable. 
Proof. The distributions _9+, LL are defined by the condition 
Y E TXM, Y G D+(x) U D_(x) «-> iY£l A t y f i = 0. 
Remark, that at any x e M w e have D+(x) U D_(x) = A2(fi(x)), it follows from the 
discussions of types in section 1. 
Suppose Vfi = 0, and take e.g. vector field Y G r (D + ) . We would like to prove 
VXY G T(D+) 
for any vector field X G T(TM). 
By a direct computation it is possible to prove 
Vjf(tyn) = hxY^-
Because Y E T(_D+) c T(A) we have 
ZY-1 A - Y ^ = 0 
and for any X 
(-VXY-^) A 2>-~_ = 0 . 
Applying ivxY to the equation we get 
(iVxY-^) A (ivxY^Y-^) = 0 
and there is one form a such that 
(ivxyfi) = a A (z'vxv
zV-^) • 
From this condition it follows immediately 
{hxYto) A (hxY^) = 0 
and we have VXY G T(_9+). The same result we get for T(D_). 
Let us prove that VP = 0. It is equivalent to 
VX(PY) = P(VXY) 
We can decompose Y = Y+ -f- YL with y± G r(D±), and thus 
VX(PK) = VX(Y+ - Y.) = VXY+ - VXF_ = P(VXY) 
because the distributions are invariant. 
If the multisymplectic structure is integrable, then _"_ is parallel with respect to flat 
connection. 
On the contrary, suppose that there is connection V without torsion such that 
Vf- = 0, then the form Q is closed. Moreover we have VP = 0 and the distributions 
are parallel with respect to connection with zero torsion, which implies ([9]) that H = 0 
and the structure is integrable. • 
Let me mention a few facts from ([9]) used above. 
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Asociated with any almost product (almost paracomplex) structure P are certain 
affine connections on M called special connections ([9]). 
Definition 3.5. Affine connection V on a manifold with an almost product structure 
(M,P) is called special if both distributions DUD2 are parallel with respect to the 
connection V and the connection V has torsion T = \H. 
Theorem 3.6 ([9]). Any almost product structure on M admits a special connec-
tion V. 
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